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a b s t r a c t

This paper reports a new MEMS vibratory rate gyroscope designed with increased robustness to fabrica-
tion imperfections and variations in environmental conditions. The proposed architecture utilizes a single
degree-of-freedom (DOF) drive-mode and a fully coupled 2-DOF sense-mode. The drive-mode operational
frequency and the sense-mode bandwidth can be set independently, relaxing the tradeoff between the
gain, die size, and detection capacitance inherent to the previously reported robust gyroscopes with
eywords:
EMS vibratory gyroscopes

obust design
andom noise characterization

dynamic vibration absorber (DVA) architecture of the 2-DOF sense-mode. Prototypes with 2.5 kHz oper-
ational frequency were extensively characterized in air and demonstrated sense-mode 3 dB bandwidth
of 250 Hz. The uncompensated temperature coefficients of bias and scale factor were 313 (◦/h)/◦C and
351 ppm ◦C, respectively. Using off-chip detection electronics, the rate sensitivity was 28 �V/(◦/s), ARW –
0.09 (◦/s)/

√
Hz, bias instability – 0.08 (◦/s), and ARRW – 0.03 (◦/s)

√
Hz. Detailed time domain, Allan vari-

sity f
, sho
llan variance
RW
RRW

ance, and probability den
and Coriolis-uncorrelated

. Introduction

The operation of micromachined vibratory gyroscopes is based
n a transfer of energy between two modes of vibration caused by
he Coriolis effect [1]. Conventional implementations often utilize
ingle degree-of-freedom (DOF) drive- and sense-modes [2,3]. In
ode-matched implementations, the mechanical gain is propor-

ional to the sense-mode quality factor, which allows increasing
he sensitivity, theoretically without limit. However, the increase in
uality factor of a mode-matched gyroscope is always at the cost of
ensor robustness, temperature drift, bandwidth, and limited linear
perational range. Also, precise matching of the operational modes
ver the operational temperature ranges defined by application
equirements is practically challenging. Alternatively, the modes
f operation can be designed with a certain frequency mismatch
2,3]. Even though this approach improves the robustness and band-

idth characteristics, the limitations of the structural design space

1-DOF drive and 1-DOF sense) dictate a tradeoff between achieved
obustness/bandwidth and gain.

� This paper is part of the Special Section of the Micromechanics Section of Sensors
nd Actuators based on contributions revised from the Technical Digest of the 2008
olid-State Sensors, Actuators and Microsystems Workshop sponsored by the Trans-
ucer Research Foundation, Inc. (1–5 June 2008, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina,
SA).
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unction analysis revealed that both ARW and ARRW are of Gaussian type
wing stable in-operational noise performance of the reported gyroscope.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

For increasing robustness of vibratory gyroscopes, it is bene-
ficial to design 1-DOF drive- and 2-DOF sense-modes so that the
drive-mode resonant frequency is placed between the two res-
onant peaks of the sense-mode. A design of a sense-mode with
2-DOF dynamic vibration absorber (DVA) architecture has been pre-
viously proposed and demonstrated to provide robust operation
with a 200 Hz bandwidth using a micromachined prototype with a
750 Hz drive-mode operational frequency [4]. For this design con-
cept, increasing the operational frequency would further increase
the bandwidth, while also resulting in a decrease of the response
gain. Adapting the DVA-based gyroscope design for operational fre-
quencies above 1 kHz while maintaining the sense-mode peaks at
a practical spacing is challenging due to the limitation of the struc-
tural design space and involves a stringent tradeoff between the die
size and detection capacitance [5].

Most real-world applications, such as automotive, military, and
consumer electronics, require robust yet sensitive gyroscopes with
operational frequencies above several kHz in order to suppress the
effect of environmental vibrational noise [6]. At the same time, the
desired mechanical bandwidth of the sense-mode is typically above
100 Hz, but not more than 400 Hz [2,3].

Recently, a new architecture was introduced [7], which extends
the design space of the previously reported gyroscopes with 2-DOF

sense-modes and overcomes the limitations imposed by the DVA
dynamics. In this paper, we present a more complete account of
the new design and experimental characterization results. Section
2 introduces the new structural architecture of the robust gyro-
scope. Section 3 presents gain and bandwidth scaling advantages of

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09244247
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/sna
mailto:alex.trusov@gmail.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sna.2008.11.003
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ig. 1. General structural diagram of the proposed sensor element with a 1-DOF driv
f the gyroscope and (b) drive- and sense-modes lumped models.

he proposed gyroscope architecture. Section 4 reports fabrication
f the prototypes and their structural and thermal characteriza-
ion. Section 5 describes in-depth experimental characterization of
yroscope’s rate performance and rigorous analysis of random noise
odes. Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary of results

nd conclusions.

. Structural design and dynamics

.1. Structural design

The structural implementation of the proposed gyroscope is
hown in Fig. 1(a). It implements the novel fully coupled architec-
ure shown in Fig. 1(b). The device consists of an anchored outer
rame, two drive-mode and two sense-mode shuttles, a proof mass,
detection mass, and a central anchor. Each of the two drive-mode
nd two sense-mode shuttles is suspended relative to the fixed
rame by two springs. These flexures restrict the motion of the shut-
les to their respective axes. Similar suspension elements couple
he four shuttles to the proof mass. The described configuration
f 4 shuttles, 16 suspension elements, and a proof mass forms a
ymmetrically decoupled suspension. This suspension architecture

as introduced in [8] and later adapted by several groups [9,10] for

onventional vibratory gyroscopes with 1-DOF drive- and 1-DOF
ense-modes. In this work, the conceptual architecture of the sus-
ension is utilized in a gyroscope with a 2-DOF sense-mode for the
rst time.

ig. 2. Frequency scaling of the sense-mode frequency response of the proposed
nd DVA-based gyroscopes.
de and a fully coupled 2-DOF sense-mode: (a) schematics of the complete structure

The proof mass mp is suspended in the x– y plane with drive
and sense stiffnesses of k1. Using the electrodes on the drive-mode
shuttles, the mass is driven into drive-mode oscillation to form
a Coriolis element sensitive to rotation along the z-axis. Unlike
the conventional case [9,10], the Coriolis-induced motion is not
directly picked-up from the proof mass, mp, instead, the proof mass
is coupled to a second, detection mass, md. The coupling flexure is
bidirectional, with equal x and y stiffnesses k2. The detection mass
is also coupled to the substrate with an inner suspension, k3. During
rotation, the Coriolis acceleration of the proof mass is transferred to
the detection mass, which responds in a wide frequency bandwidth
due to the coupled dynamics of the proposed 2-DOF sense-mode.

Fig. 1(b) shows the lumped element drive and sense dynamic
model of the proposed gyroscope. The drive-mode is a single-DOF
system with mass mp and stiffness k1 + k2. The sense-mode is a
complete 2-DOF system, with two masses, mp and md, and three
stiffnesses k1,2,3. The damping terms c1,2,3 are located parallel to
the respective spring elements.

2.2. Dynamics and selection of parameters

The drive-mode of the gyroscope is a single-DOF resonator
with undamped natural frequency ωn =

√
(k1 + k2)/mp. The sense-

mode is a 2-DOF dynamic system with in-phase and anti-phase
resonant modes. If the y-axis displacement of the proof mass is
considered as the output of the system, the corresponding transfer
function has a zero (“anti-resonance” condition) at the frequency
ω0 =

√
(k2 + k3)/md. The proof mass anti-resonance is always

located between the two sense-mode resonances and provides a
convenient design guideline for selecting parameters of the system.

The available structural design parameters for the proposed
gyroscope are the two masses mp,d and three stiffnesses k1,2,3.
These five parameters define the location of the drive-mode res-
onant frequency, i.e. the operational frequency of the gyroscope,
and the locations of the two sense-mode resonant peaks which
define the bandwidth of the gyroscope. In practice, the operational
frequency and bandwidth requirements are dictated by the spe-
cific application. We denote the desired operational frequency by
˚ and the sense-mode resonant peak spacing by �˚. To ensure
the optimal positioning of the drive-mode resonance with respect

to the 2-DOF sense-mode response, we require that the drive-mode
resonance coincides with the proof mass anti-resonance in the
sense-mode.

We assume, that the masses of the gyroscope together with
the capacitive electrodes are implemented first. Then, the three
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Fig. 3. SEM images of a fabricated MEMS gyroscope wit

tiffnesses k1, k2, and k3 become functions of the two masses mp

nd md, and selection of the desired operational frequency ˚ and
he desired frequency spacing �˚. According to [11], the system of
hree algebraic equations defining the stiffnesses of the proposed
yroscope design is

˚2 = k1 + k2

mp
, ˚2 = k2 + k3

md
,

�˚ =

√
˚2 +

√
k2

2
mpmd

−

√
˚2 −

√
k2

2
mpmd

.

(1)

olving Eq. (1) for the three stiffnesses yields

k1 = mp˚2 − k2,

k2 = �˚
√

mpmd

√
˚2 − �˚2

4
,

k3 = md˚2 − k2.

(2)

he unique solution exists as long as ˚ ≥ �˚/2, which holds
or any physically meaningful combination of the operational fre-
uency and the frequency spacing.

For both the proposed gyroscope and the DVA-based design [4],
he gain is inversely proportional to the sense-mode peak spac-
ng. In the DVA-based design, however, the peak spacing cannot be
djusted freely without a sacrifice in detection capacitance and/or
nlargement of the die due to the md/mp mass ratio constraint
5]. This limitation is eliminated in the proposed device, where the
eaks can be positioned arbitrary close to each other independent
f the operational frequency and the mass ratio.

. Gain and bandwidth modeling

Fig. 2 shows the effect of operational frequency scaling on the
ense-mode frequency response for both the proposed and the
VA-based gyroscopes. Based on the parameters of the designed
rototypes, we set the values of the proof and detection masses to
p = 4.72e − 7 kg and md = 1.35e − 7 kg. Assuming the device is

perated in air, the damping coefficients are set to c1 = 1e − 4 Ns/m,

2 = 5e − 6 Ns/m, and c3 = 2e − 4 Ns/m. For illustration purposes,
he operational frequency is iterated between 2.6 kHz and 10.4 kHz,
hile the desired sense-mode frequency spacing is kept constant at

50 Hz. For the proposed gyroscope, the stiffnesses were obtained
sing Eq. (2).
OF drive-mode and a fully coupled 2-DOF sense-mode.

The modeling confirms that the proposed design approach
yields implementations with the prescribed operational frequency
and that the sense-mode frequency spacing is independent of
the proof and detection mass values. Due to the flexibility of the
extended design space of the proposed gyroscope, the two peaks
can be placed close together. In this case, the sense-mode response
of the detection mass has an increased bandwidth, composed of
the two coupled resonant peaks and the region in-between, while
the gain is comparable to the mode-matched case. The described
configuration is preferable for applications requiring operational
frequencies in 2–20 kHz range and a bandwidth on the order of
100–350 Hz.

4. Structural characterization

4.1. Fabrication

The fabrication of prototypes was done using an in-house, wafer-
level, two-mask process using SOI wafers with 50 �m thick device
layer and 5 �m buried oxide layer. The first mask was used to define
metallization of bonding pads using a lift-off process, while the sec-
ond mask defined the structural layout. After patterning photoresist
with the second mask, the wafers were subjected to a deep reactive
ion etching (DRIE) using a Surface Technology Systems (STS) tool.
Singulated dies were released in a HF acid bath. SEM images of a
fabricated device are shown in Fig. 3.

4.2. Structural characterization

Experimental characterization of the lateral-comb device in
atmospheric pressure is shown in Fig. 4. The measured drive-mode
resonant frequency was 2.58 kHz which was located in-between
the 2-DOF sense-mode resonances at 2.47 kHz and 2.73 kHz, and
the drive-mode quality factor was 140. A 250 Hz 3 dB bandwidth
was formed in the sense-mode by the two resonant peaks and the
flat region in-between.
4.3. Thermal robustness

Temperature robustness, characterized by sensitivity of the bias
and scale factor to temperature variations, is a critical performance
parameter of gyroscopes targeted for real-world, temperature
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ig. 4. Experimentally measured frequency responses of drive- and sense-modes of
fabricated prototype in air.

arying environments. The prototypes were experimentally charac-
erized in variable temperature environment using a custom made,
ackage-level heater equipped with a feed-back control, Fig. 5.
ig. 6(a) shows characterization of the temperature drifts of the
ingle-DOF drive-mode operated in air. Increase in system temper-
ture from 25 ◦C to 125 ◦C resulted in almost 2.5 dB drop in gain,
ielding a temperature coefficient of approximately 3000 ppm/◦C.
emperature coefficients of this order are typical in conventional
yroscopes with 1-DOF sense-modes.

Drive-mode temperature drifts are easily mitigated by closed
oop operation. However, the drop of gain in the sense-mode can
e detrimental to accuracy of conventional mode-matched gyro-
copes. In the proposed gyroscope, the temperature drift of the
ense-mode is minimized by using the 2-DOF structure.

Sense-mode frequency response of the detection mass was
xperimentally characterized at four different temperatures rang-
ng from 25 ◦C to 125 ◦C, Fig. 6(b). Increase of temperature from
5 ◦C to 125 ◦C results in approximately 1 dB change of the gain in
300 Hz bandwidth. The temperature change in the sense-mode

ain evaluated at the corresponding drive-mode resonance fre-
uency is approximately 0.3 dB over the 100 ◦C range. This yields

◦
he scale-factor temperature coefficient of 351 ppm/ C – approxi-
ately eight times improvement compared to the 1-DOF case. The

emperature coefficient of the sense-mode phase was determined
s 0.08◦/◦C.

ig. 5. Testbed for experimental characterization of temperature effects on the sen-
or response.
Fig. 6. Comparison of the effect of temperature variations on the drive- and sense-
modes in air: (a) 1-DOF drive-mode, temperature sensitivity ≈ 3000 ppm/◦C and (b)
2-DOF sense-mode, temperature sensitivity ≈ 351 ppm/◦C.

5. Rate and noise performance

5.1. Angular rate

The angular rate performance of the prototype was experi-
mentally characterized in air using a computer-controlled Ideal
Aerosmith 1291BR rate table. The electrical schematic of the exper-
imental actuation and detection is shown in Fig. 7. The gyroscope
was driven into 5 �m peak-to-peak resonant motion using a com-
bination of a 30 V DC bias and a 3.5 Vrms AC driving voltage
applied to the anchored drive-mode lateral-comb electrode. An
electro-mechanical amplitude modulation (EAM) technique [12]
was used to detect the Coriolis-induced motion in the sense-
mode. The AC carrier voltage with 3.5 Vrms amplitude at 20.5 kHz
frequency was applied to the mobile masses; the anchored sense-
mode parallel-plate electrode was connected to the inverting input
of an operational amplifier, configured as a transimpedance ampli-
fier [13].

Fig. 8 shows the calibration curve obtained by programming
the rate table to constant angular rate motion and observing the
corresponding voltage output of the gyroscope. The collected data-
points were least squares fitted with a line to reveal a sensitivity
of 28 �V/(◦/s). As only a single-sided capacitor was used, the total

sensitivity of the device is 56 �V/(◦/s) for the same operational
conditions. A 62.5◦/s rate equivalent quadrature was measured by
observing the out-of-phase output of the gyroscope at zero rate.
The sensitivity and quadrature of the gyroscope are similar to the
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shows, the white noise ARW empirical PDF is close to Gaussian,
suggesting it is indeed normally distributed. To check the probabil-
ity distribution of the ARRW, we obtained its underlying white noise
random process by differentiating ARRW with respect to time;
ig. 7. Actuation and detection scheme used for the rate performance characteriza-
ion based on EAM technique.

est performance numbers in MEMS gyroscopes operated in air
eported in the literature [9,14].

From the structural characterization results above, the gyro-
cope’s scale-factor temperature sensitivity was estimated as
51 ppm/◦C. Based on the measured sense-mode phase tempera-
ure sensitivity and quadrature, the gyroscope’s bias temperature
ensitivity was estimated as 313 (◦/h)/◦C. Fig. 8 shows the rate
esponse curves for −55 ◦C and 125 ◦C estimated using the mea-
ured bias and scale-factor temperature coefficients. The estimated
aximum output drift over the 180 ◦C range is less than 5.4%, simi-

ar to the temperature-robustness level obtained in [4] using a lower
esolution device operated at a sub-kHz frequency.

.2. Random noise

Different random noise modes dominate the overall gyroscope
oise level depending on the averaging time, which in its turn
efines the useful sensor bandwidth [15,16]. The Allan variance
ethod allows to identify random noise modes with different auto-

orrelation properties and their averaging time domain behavior
17]. For a given averaging time �, Allan variance �2

AVAR(�) is defined
s one-half of the time average of the squares of the differences
etween successive readings sampled over the averaging time [18].
andom noise modes in output of MEMS rate sensors are typi-
ally uncorrelated and dominate over different time clusters, which
llows to decouple and identify them using Allan variance (AVAR)
nalysis [15]. An Allan variance plot shows information given by
ower spectral density (PSD) of a measured data time history in
n alternative and somewhat more convenient way. Specifically,
AVAR(�) ∝ �ˇ is equivalent to PSD(f ) ∝ f ˛, where f = 1/� and ˇ =
(˛ + 1/2) [19–22].
In general, high-frequency noises and white noise are reduced
ith longer averaging, i.e. �AVAR(�) is a monotonically decreasing

unction of � [17,18]. These noises can be suppressed at the cost of
imiting the sensor bandwidth to lower frequencies. For 1/f type
oise �AVAR(�) is constant, i.e. its value is invariant to the averag-
uators A 155 (2009) 16–22

ing time. For lower frequency fractional noises, such as 1/f 2 noise,
�AVAR(�) is a monotonically increasing function; averaging signals
with strong low-frequency noises is in fact detrimental to the over-
all quality of the measurement.

Fig. 9 shows characterization and analysis of the noise modes in
the gyroscope’s zero rate output (ZRO) in both the time and root
Allan variance (RAVAR) domains. Fig. 9(a) shows the raw ZRO of
the gyroscope captured at 100 Hz sampling rate, and its filtered ver-
sions; the nature of the applied filtering is clarified by the RAVAR
analysis.

In the RAVAR Fig. 9(b) the measurement noise below 5e − 2 s is
suppressed by the low-pass filter of the electronics. The measured
angle random walk (ARW) is 0.09 (◦/s)/

√
Hz. This white noise type

random process dominates the measurement error in the range
from 5e − 2 s to 3 s. The angle rate random walk (ARRW) or the
random walk is 0.03 (◦/s)

√
Hz. This random walk type process

together with other lower-frequency fractional noises dominates
the measurement error at averaging time above 5 s. The bias insta-
bility, defined as the minimum value of the �AVAR(�) is 0.08 (◦/s).
The averaging time of 3–4 s associated with the bias instability
point indicates the crossover time between two main random noise
modes: rate white noise (or angle random walk, ARW) and rate
random walk (angle rate random walk, ARRW).

Based on the identified critical time constants of the different
random noise modes of the ZRO, it is possible to set frequency
domain filters that separate a particular random noise mode. In
Fig. 9(a) the measured output of the gyroscope was low-pass (LP),
high-pass (HP), and band-pass (BP) filtered (F) with respect to the
white noise versus random walk crossover frequency of 0.3 Hz. As
expected, typical white noise (for HPF and BPF) and random walk
(for LPF) type processes emerge in time domain from the total ZRO
as the result of appropriate frequency-based filtering.

Complete characterization of the noise modes is essential for
signal processing and noise performance optimization, however,
the autocorrelation properties, exposed by the power spectral or
Allan variance analyses do not define a random process completely.
For instance, ARW, identified as the white noise component of
the rate gyroscope output, can potentially have probability dis-
tribution function (PDF) different from Gaussian. The time history
data from Fig. 9(a) was used to build empirical histograms, Fig. 10,
which were checked against best-fit Gaussian PDFs. As Fig. 10(a)
Fig. 8. Calibration rate plot, showing the measured relationship between angular
rate input and the sensor voltage output.
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Fig. 9. Identification of ZRO random noise modes using root Allan variance and
frequency-based filtering of the time-domain signals: ARW is extracts by HPF, while
ARRW is extracted by LPF: (a) time history of the raw and the filtered data and (b)
root Allan variance of the raw output.

Fig. 11. Comparative experimental study of noise at ZRO and 50◦/s indicates good in-
operation performance of the gyroscope: (a) time history and (b) root Allan variance.

Fig. 10. Analysis of the empirical ARRW and ARW of the zero rate output shows Gaussian PDF (sampling time is 10 ms): (a) ARW (HPF of ZRO) and (b) ARRW (LPF of ZRO).
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noise gyroscope with sub mdeg/s/root-hz resolution, in: Proceedings of the
18th IEEE International Conference on Micro Electro Mechanical Systems MEMS
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his process also appears to have Gaussian probability distribution,
ig. 10(b).

Random noise performance of vibratory MEMS gyroscopes is
ften characterized using ZRO data, e.g. [23,24,9,25,17]. Applying
pectral density or Allan variance analyses to a gyroscope’s zero
nput rate output provides valuable performance specifications but
ssumes the noise is not correlated with the Coriolis input; these
ethods may not be able to reliably predict noise performance of a

yroscope during actual operation when a non-zero input angular
ate is applied. Fig. 11 compares noise performance of the gyro-
cope at zero rate and at a constant 50◦/s rate rotation. During the
otation, the ARW remained at approximately the same level, while
he ARRW and the bias drifts slightly improved within the statis-
ical bounds. These results indicate that the random noises in the
yroscope’s output are additive and Coriolis-uncorrelated, leading
o steady in-operation noise performance of the gyroscope.

. Conclusions

We presented a novel gyroscope design which utilizes a 1-DOF
rive-mode and a fully coupled 2-DOF sense-mode, comprising two
asses with three suspension elements. To achieve optimal gain-

andwidth characteristics, the sense-mode bandwidth is defined
y the two resonant peaks and the frequency region in-between.
ue to the symmetry of the structure, the operational frequency is
ptimally placed between the sense-mode peaks even in presence
f fabrication imperfections.

The gyroscope provides increased bandwidth as well as excel-
ent robustness to fabrication imperfections. The temperature
obustness of the reported prototype is on par with commercial
uartz tuning fork devices [6,2] and superior to most commercial
ilicon gyroscopes [23,2].

The noise performance numbers of the reported gyroscope are
omparable to performance of best conventional gyroscopes oper-
ted in air [23,9], despite the crude, non-differential, shelf-top
lectronics setup. Since a non-differential EAM method was used
or detection, the rate equivalent noise performance is expected
o improve at least an order of magnitude upon employment of a
omplete differential detection scheme where suppression of the
arrier boosts the dynamic range [14]. Detailed Allan variance and
robability density function analysis showed that both ARW and
RRW are of Gaussian type and Coriolis-uncorrelated, revealing
table in-operational noise performance of the reported gyroscope.
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